FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES DIGEST

Announcements

COVID-19 INFORMATION

- NIH | Roundup of COVID-19 Funding and Funding Opportunities
- NIH | Guidance for Cost Flexibilities Available to SCORE Award Recipients Affected by COVID-19
- COGR | Federal Agency Guidance Matrix on COVID-19's Impact on Proposals and Awards
- VPR | COVID-19_research listserv | UT COVID-19 Research Slack group
- VPR | Good Systems Network Meeting via Zoom | COVID-19: Ethics & Research

OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

- NIH | New minimum levels of effort for NCI-Funded awards
- NIH | ASSIST streamlined to support easier submission of administrative supplements
- OSP | Salary Compensation Report Guidance
- VPR | Zoom SciENcv training | Register with Course ID SP0161 | 4/23 & 5/20
- VPR | NSF CAREER Info Session with "Ask Us Anything" Panel via Zoom | 5/1 | 10am – 11am
- VPR | Pivot “Brown Bag” Workshop Tracking Funding Opportunities | 5/1 | noon – 1pm

Funding Opportunities

HUMAN FRONTIER SCIENCE PROGRAM
HFSP NAKASONE AWARD FOR FRONTIER RESEARCH -- CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Deadline: 4/24/20
Amount: $10,000

UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS HARRINGTON DISCOVERY INSTITUTE
HARRINGTON SCHOLAR AWARD FOR CORONAVIRUS
Deadline: 4/30/20
Amount: $150,000 - $1M

PATIENT-CENTERED OUTCOMES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
EUGENE WASHINGTON PCORI ENGAGEMENT AWARD PROGRAM
Deadline: 5/1/20 (LOI)
Amount: $250,000

PFIZER INC.
CLOSING KNOWLEDGE GAPS IN TRANSTHYRETIN CARDIOMYOPATHY (ATTR-CM)
Deadline: 5/4/20
Amount: $150,000

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CANCER RESEARCH
AACR NEXTGEN GRANTS FOR TRANSFORMATIVE CANCER RESEARCH
Deadline: 5/4/20 (LOI)
Amount: $450,000

CDMRP
LUNG CANCER RESEARCH PROGRAM -- INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH AWARD
Deadline: 5/6/20 (Pre-Application)
Amount: $400,000

CDMRP
PEER REVIEWED CANCER RESEARCH PROGRAM (PRCRP) -- IMPACT AWARD
Deadline: 5/14/20 (Pre-Application)
Amount: $1M

CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION
RESEARCH GRANTS
Deadline: 5/13/20
Amount: $250,000

BRAIN ANEURYSM FOUNDATION
RESEARCH GRANTS
Deadline: 5/15/20
Amount: $50,000

NIH

NIH
AHRQ CONFERENCE GRANT PROGRAM (R13)
Deadline: 5/1/20
Amount: $50,000

NIH
HIV/AIDS HIGH PRIORITY DRUG ABUSE RESEARCH (R01 CLINICAL TRIAL OPTIONAL)
HARNESSING BIG DATA TO HALT HIV (R01 CLINICAL TRIAL OPTIONAL)
Deadline: 5/7/20
Amount: See announcement

NIH
MECHANISMS OF ALCOHOL-ASSOCIATED CANCERS (R01)
Deadline: 6/5/20
Amount: Not Limited

NIH
DRUG DEVELOPMENT SCIENCE SUPPORT (U01) CLINICAL TRIALS OPTIONAL
Deadline: 6/8/20
Amount: $1M

NIH
MECHANISMS OF ALCOHOL-ASSOCIATED CANCERS (R21)
Deadline: 6/16/20
Amount: $275,000

Awards

ROBARTS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
J. ALLYN TAYLOR INTERNATIONAL PRIZE IN MEDICINE
Deadline: 5/1/20
Amount: $25,000

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENTISTS
DALE E. WURSTER RESEARCH AWARD
Deadline: 5/6/20
Amount: $10,000

Junior Investigators/Fellowships/Students

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ETHICAL RESEARCH
IFER GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM FOR ALTERNATIVES TO THE USE OF ANIMALS IN SCIENCE
Deadline: 4/30/20
Amount: $12,500

INTERNATIONAL ANESTHESIA RESEARCH SOCIETY
IARS MENTORED RESEARCH AWARDS
Deadline: 4/30/20
Amount: $175,000

NIH
AIDS-SCIENCE TRACK AWARD FOR RESEARCH TRANSITION (R03)
Deadline: 5/7/20
Amount: $100,000

LUNG CANCER RESEARCH FOUNDATION
LCRF PILOT GRANT PROGRAM
Deadline: 5/1/20
Amount: $150,000

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION
CDC CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: 5/1/20
Amount: See announcement

CDMRP
LUNG CANCER RESEARCH PROGRAM -- IDEA DEVELOPMENT AWARD
Deadline: 5/6/20 (Pre-Application)
Amount: $350,000

**CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION**
**POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS**
Deadline: 5/13/20
Amount: $102,000

**PHRMA FOUNDATION**
**PHRMA FOUNDATION PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN DRUG DELIVERY**
**PHRMA FOUNDATION PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN DRUG DISCOVERY**
Deadline: 5/15/20 (LOI)
Amount: $25,000

**PHRMA FOUNDATION**
**PHRMA FOUNDATION POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN DRUG DELIVERY**
**PHRMA FOUNDATION POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN DRUG DISCOVERY**
**POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE**
Deadline: 5/15/20 (LOI)
Amount: $50,000 - $60,000

**PHRMA FOUNDATION**
**PHRMA FOUNDATION RESEARCH STARTER GRANT IN DRUG DELIVERY**
**PHRMA FOUNDATION RESEARCH STARTER GRANT IN DRUG DISCOVERY**
Deadline: 5/15/20 (LOI)
Amount: $100,000

---

**STANDARD NIH DEADLINES**
6/05: R01 new
6/12: K series new
6/16: R03, R21 new
7/05: R01 renewal, resubmission, revision
7/12: K series renewal, resubmission, revision
7/16: R03, R21 renewal, resubmission, revision
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